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Abstract We investigate a series of three small-scale flux transfer events (FTEs) associated with
reconnected flux ropes, recently generated by a nearby, dayside magnetic reconnection line. The data are
observed by the Magnetospheric Multiscale spacecraft near noon local time. We find that the associated FTEs
are created by secondary magnetic reconnection and have different magnetic field topologies, which is a
similar condition to that expected in the multiple X-line magnetic reconnection (MR) model. The calculated
results show that the sizes of the FTEs become larger with the time elapsed and the MR reconnection jets at
the FTEs are all located on the trailing and outer edges. The above features indicate that these FTEs are still in
the evolutionary stage after they are ejected from the reconnection region. Our observations suggest that
mesoscale or even typical size FTEs can be created from secondary MR, initially, and subsequently can evolve
to a typical size in the process of spreading.

1. Introduction

The nature of dayside magnetic reconnection [Dungey, 1961] on the Earth’s magnetopause has been exten-
sively investigated with extensive data sets from a number of spacecraft launched and flown over the last few
decades, and understanding of the process has progressed significantly. Notably, the fleet of four Cluster
spacecraft [Escoubet et al., 1997] has producedmultispacecraft measurements, which were able to distinguish
spatial structure and evolution to a significant degree for the first time, and had some unique advantages
compared with previous single satellite measurements [e.g., Dunlop et al., 1988; Glassmeier et al., 2001; Cao
et al., 2006]. The newly launched four Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) spacecraft [Burch et al., 2016] are
providing multipoint coverage at much smaller spatial scales, and with enhanced plasma measurements,
in order to better probe small-scale electron response.

Reconnected flux ropes (FRs) resulting from the unsteady, patchy, or intermittent operation of magnetic
reconnection (MR) often manifest themselves as flux transfer events (FTEs), which are typically characterized
by a bipolar magnetic field signature in the normal component to the magnetopause [Russell and Elphic,
1978], and typically contain a mixture of magnetosheath-like (MSH) and magnetospheric-like (MSP) plasmas
[Paschmann et al., 1982] as a result of newly opened magnetic flux threading the magnetopause (MP). The
plasma distributions, both inside and outside the FTEs, depend on where the reconnected FRs are crossed
by spacecraft, the time evolution of MR, and the complexity of the reconnection process nearby (such as
the presence of secondary reconnection sites [Pu et al., 2013]). Despite extensive studies, the detailed plasma
characteristics of FTEs have until recently had limited coverage, so that the generation mechanism still
remains unclear. Several models of FTEs have been proposed, for example, the single X-line elbow-shaped
model for spatial limited reconnection [Russell and Elphic, 1979], the multiple X-line reconnection model
[Lee and Fu, 1985], and the bursty single X-line reconnection model [Scholer, 1988; Southwood et al., 1988].
The FTEs are strictly FRs which thread the MP and therefore have distinct magnetosheath and magneto-
spheric branches for the first two models and are a bulge of hot plasma for the bursty single X-line reconnec-
tion model. The typical sizes of reported FTEs range from fractions of an Earth radii (RE) to a few RE, usually
depending on the time elapsed since MR [Fear et al., 2007; Lockwood and Hapgood, 1998; Trattner et al., 2012].
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Although the influence of magnetic reconnection (MR) takes place over large scales, its onset occurs in
small diffusion region centered on the X-line geometry of crossed magnetic fields. Recent kinetic simula-
tions indicated that a small-scale FR can be formed in the diffusion region due to current sheet instabil-
ities as a consequence of large Lundquist number [Daughton et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2009; Lapenta,
2008] or an elongation of the current layers [Daughton et al., 2011; Drake et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2014].
Such small-scale flux ropes have been observed inside or near the reconnection diffusion region in the
magnetotail [Chen et al., 2008; Eastwood et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2017; Retinò et al., 2008; Wang et al.,
2010], and recently, Eastwood et al. [2016] reported two ion-scale flux rope observations at the magneto-
pause; although no converging flow and constant size indicating that they were not in the process
of growing.

Previous research on FRs and on the resolution of their plasma structure has been somewhat limited by the
time resolution of the plasma measurements [Pu et al., 2013; Trenchi et al., 2011, 2016; Zhong et al., 2013]. In
comparison to earlier missions such as Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms
and Cluster, MMS has a small separation distance and a high-resolution plasma data never achieved before.
This unprecedented data enable us to investigate small-scale FRs and details of their plasma structure. Recent
notable studies using MMS data have been performed by, e.g., Farrugia et al. [2016], Hwang et al. [2016],
Hasegawa et al. [2016], Teh et al. [2017], and Zhao et al. [2016]. In this paper, we analyze four-spacecraft
MMS observations of a sequence of three small-scale flux ropes seen just before spacecraft cross the MR
diffusion region [Burch and Phan, 2016].

2. Event Study

MMS observations taken at Earth’s magnetopause on 8 December 2015 are analyzed. The four spacecraft
were crossing the magnetopause at a position of [10.2, 1.3, �1.4] Earth radius (RE) in geocentric solar-
magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates, where the average separation of the spacecraft was ~10 km. We use
Flux-Gate Magnetometer [Russell et al., 2014] and Electron Drift Instrument [Torbert et al., 2015] data for
the magnetic field and electric field, as well as Fast Plasma Investigation [Pollock et al., 2016] burst-mode data
(150 ms for ion, 30 ms for electron) for plasma data. All vector data are given in GSM.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the MMS1 observations for the period covering the flux ropes and magneto-
pause crossing from 11:19:25 UT to 11:21:00 UT. This magnetopause crossing (seen as a Bz reversal) near
11:20:43 UT (the last two dashed vertical lines) has been reported previously by Burch and Phan [2016] as
an electron dissipation region around the X line. Only GSM is used here as the MP boundary is found to be
well aligned in y,z, so that the normal direction is close to x.

MMSwas initially equatorial in the magnetosheath (MSH), which was characterized by negative Bz (consistent
with a southward IMF), and cold and dense plasma (>10 cm�3). During this interval, three FRs were encoun-
tered, marked by pairs of vertical dashed lines corresponding to the intervals 11:19:45 UT to 11:20:04 UT (FR1),
11:20:15 UT to 11:20:23 UT (FR2), and 11:20:32 UT to 11:20:38 UT (FR3). These all contain Bx bipolar signatures
and an enhanced |B| (Figure 1a), standard characteristics of reconnected FRs. All FRs are seen to have a posi-
tive (duskward) By peak at their center, consistent with either compression of the guide field in the surround-
ing region, or a Hall magnetic field in the outflow region southward of a site of asymmetric magnetopause
reconnection [Tanaka et al., 2008]. Plasma jets exist (mainly in Vz), associated with the flux ropes (FR1 and
FR2), with jet speed exceeding 300 km/s. In the center of the FRs, the total pressure increases, mainly due
to the increasingmagnetic pressure (Figure 1f), and the parallel ion temperature decreases. The electron tem-
perature (Figure 1e) shows that the electrons are isotropic (equal parallel and perp temperature) in the center
but more anisotropic on the two sides of each FR. Because the large core magnetic field of FR1 lies mainly in
the first half of the Bx bipolar signature, we suggest the spacecraft crossed obliquely through FR1 so that the
Bx bipolar signature is partly a result of draping of the field lines around the FR. We will therefore just analyze
FR2 and FR3 in detail, which exhibit internal structure.

Figures 1i and 1j show the Walén scatterplots [Sonnerup et al., 1987; Phan et al., 2004] of V-VHT versus VA for
the two time intervals when the spacecraft recorded the jet in the outer edge of FR2 and FR3, respectively,
where VA denotes the Alfvén velocity and V-VHT stands for the plasma velocity in the de Hoffmann-Teller
(HT) frame [Khrabrov and Sonnerup, 1998]. The slopes of the regression lines are �0.73 and �0.53,
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respectively. Although these slopes are a little far from unity, this is not uncommon in reconnection jetting
events [Phan et al., 1996]. Experience has shown that slopes larger than 0.5 can be indicative of a
rotational discontinuity (RD) [Paschmann et al., 2005]. The computed values of the correlation coefficients
being close to unity indicate a good MP reconnection flow or at least RDs. [Sonnerup et al., 1995; Phan
et al., 2004; Vines et al., 2015].

Figure 1. Overview of spacecraft 1 (MMS1) observations showing the positions of the flux ropes and the magnetopause crossing on 8 December 2015. The panels
show (a) the vector magnetic field (GSM), (b) the ion velocity (in GSM), (c) the ion and electron densities, (d and e) the ion and electron temperatures, (f) the
magnetic and plasma pressures, (g and h) the electron and ion spectrograms of energy flux, (i and j) Walén scatterplot for the time interval when MMS recorded
the fast jet after FR2 and FR3, and (k) results of the maximum magnetic shear model [Trattner et al., 2007a, 2007b] averaged over 10 min from 11:15 to 11:25 UT.
The predicted reconnection location for the solar wind conditions is shown as a thin white line. MMS is located a little south to that of the predicted
component magnetic reconnection line.
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2.1. Motion and Size of FRs

Figure 2 shows the detailed field and particle signatures from 11:20:10 to 11:20:42 UT, including the intervals
for FR2 and FR3. Wemark two regions in Figure 2 according tomagnetic field and pitch angle distribution: the
core region (red) is characterized by an enhanced By magnetic field, and the outer region (blue) is accompa-
nied by bi-streaming MSH electrons. In the assumed south (leading) boundary of the FR regions, the higher

Figure 2. The panels show the (a) magnetic field; (b) ion and electron density; (c and d) ion and electron temperature;
(e) ion velocity; (f and g) electric current density by curlometer and plasma moments; (h and i) measured E (black), �Vi × B
(green), and �Ve × B (red) in x and y directions; (j–l) the pitch angle distribution of the low-energy (<200 eV),
midenergy (200 eV < energy < 2 keV), and high-energy (2 keV < energy < 30 keV) electrons; and (m) the electron
anisotropy of the parallel/antiparallel energy flux (do negative reciprocal when parallel is large than antiparallel).
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plasma density (Figure 2b) was likely caused by the compression of the FR (most enhanced for FR3). The fast
reconnection jets are clearly strongest in the outer region and on the trailing (north) edge of the core region
(Figure 2e). This suggests that the flux ropes are pushed by the fast flow similar to observations of Roux et al.
[2015] and Trenchi et al. [2016] and gives evidence that reconnection occurred to the north of southward
moving FRs, which is consistent with the predicted result of the maximum magnetic shear model [Trattner
et al., 2007a, 2007b] (se Figure 1k).

Four spacecraft timing analysis is used here to get the velocity of these FTEs. We use the same method as
Eastwood et al. [2016] which treats these flux ropes as cylindrically symmetric and then gets the times when
each spacecraft observed the highest magnetic field (Figure 1a) in the core region. The calculated results thus
define the orientation of the spacecraft trajectory through the flux ropes in the plane perpendicular to the
flux rope axis. Table 1 lists the timing results of the three FRs. The velocities of FR2 and FR3 are found to
be mainly in the x-z plane, indicating that the axis of FRs is nearly in the y direction. This orientation is also
consistent with the result calculated by magnetic-field-based minimum variance analysis (BMVA) [Sonnerup
and Cahill, 1967; Xiao et al., 2004] also shown in Table 1. The size of each FR is calculated by the velocity and
durations of their passage (through the core region). It should be mentioned that the spacecraft cross part of
the core region of FR1, so the real size of FR1 is larger than 1050 km (Figure 3). The size of the FR becomes
larger from FR3 to FR1, and this is consistent with the distance of the FRs from the reconnection dissipation
region, and hence the time elapsed since MR. These results combined with the RD feature and incoming flow
seen on one side of FR indicate that these FRs are in the evolutionary stage, after they are ejected from recon-
nection region. We define these evolutionary FRs as one type of “active” FRs here. Other types of active FRs
have been observed. One type corresponds to FRs with two active X lines and converging jets toward the O
line [e.g.,Øieroset et al., 2011, 2016]; the other type is the “crater” FTE [e.g., Farrugia et al., 2011; Teh et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2010]. In our case, the evolution is associated with a single X line and is perhaps similar to those
seen by Cluster [Phan et al., 2004], which were previously explained by the bursty single X-line reconnection
model with a single X-line and modulated reconnection rate, although then for observations far from the X
line. A schematic illustration is presented in Figure 3. We can see that the smallest, FR3, is just 5.4 di (ion
inertial length) which corresponds to the ion-scale secondary FR observations of Eastwood et al. [2016],
although the FRs in that paper were not active ones.

2.2. Current and Nonideal Plasma Behavior

Figure 2f shows the total current density. The black line is calculated by the curlometer method [Dunlop et al.,
2002], and the red line is the average current density at the four-spacecraft barycenter, obtained from plasma
velocity moments (red) according to J = ene(vi-ve). The agreement between these two estimates serves as

Figure 3. A schematic illustrator of the whole region above and the trajectory of MMS crossing it is shown.

Table 1. Results of BMVA and Timing Analysis

Axis Directiona (BMVA) VGSM in the Core Region (Timing Analysis) Size of Core Region

FR1 – 100 km/s * [�0.21, 0.66, �0.72] >1050 km (~12di)
FR2 [�0.40, 0.90, �0.15] 169 km/s * [�0.34, 0.24, �0.91] 795 km (~9.0di)
FR3 [0.04, 0.95, �0.31] 144 km/s * [0.57, �0.08, �0.82] 475 km (~5.4di)

aThe axis direction is taken to be the intermediate variance direction of BMVA.
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validation of the current values obtained. The peaks in the current are mainly located in the center and on the
(south) boundary of the FRs. The large current in the center can reach to 600 nA/m�2 and shows a clear bifur-
cated feature in FR2, while the current density is more structured in FR3. Figure 2g shows that the electric
current is almost parallel to the magnetic field in the center of FRs which means they are predominantly force
free. In this case, we can calculate the axis direction of FRs by BMVA [Xiao et al., 2004]: FR2 and FR3 are [�0.40,
0.90, �0.15] and [0.04, 0.95, �0.31] in GSM, respectively, as given in Table 1, near y direction of GSM. This is
consistent with the expected direction of two reconnection jets.

Figures 2h and 2i compare Ex,y with Vi×B and Ve×B. We can see that there is agreement between Ex,y and
Ve×B, so Ve×B is dominates the contribution to E. The Ex,y and Vi×B, however, show large deviations which
suggest that the ions are not frozen in to magnetic field during those intervals.

2.3. Electron Distribution and Magnetic Topology

We discuss the lower plots in Figures 2j–2m, which show the plasma pitch angle (PA) electron distributions in
three energy bands and the energy anisotropy, in conjunction with the 1-D electron spectra in Figure 4. In

Figure 4. A summary of the typical electron spectra from MMS1 inside the different regions defined in Figure 2. The red,
black, and blue lines present the cuts of electron spectra in the parallel, perpendicular, and antiparallel directions.
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Figure 4, we plot the time-integrated electron flux for different intervals (corresponding to the intervals
marked through each FTE encounter in Figure 2) as a function of energy, where the distribution is separated
according to the parallel (<30°), perpendicular (60°–120°), and antiparallel (150°–180°) directions. The red,
black, and blue lines represent 1-D cuts through electron distribution in the parallel, perpendicular, and
antiparallel directions.

For the core region of FR2, the electrons are nearly isotropic for most of the region (Figures 4b and 4d) except
for a short time around A3 (Figure 4c). The isotropic distribution indicates a closed magnetic field topology.
Figure 4c shows a dominant antiparallel (i.e., incoming) MSH, low-energy electron population (<150 eV), and
a dominant parallel (outflowing), heated MSH (>200 eV) and MP (>1000 eV) electrons. This is typical of
recently opened magnetic field geometry, connecting to the southern magnetosphere. The PA distributions
in Figures 2k and 2l for this core interval show a slightly more complex picture, varying through the interval,
but nevertheless confirm that broad distributions exist throughout particularly in the low-energy band, with a
strong presence of both 0°, 90°, and 180° electrons, consistent with the coincident lines in Figures 4b and 4d.
In the outer region of FR2 (A1 and A2 and A4 and A5), the bi-streaming MSH and heated MSH electrons seen
in Figures 2k–2m indicate a trapped (mirrored) electron population, which is dominated by field-aligned
populations (also confirmed by Figures 4a and 4e which show lower curve for the perpendicular flux).
These trapped, high-density electrons may be caused by the magnetic mirror forces created by the curved
magnetic field and increasing magnetic strength closer to the flux rope [Hwang et al., 2016]. The MSP
electrons (>1000 eV) show a nearly isotropic distribution (see Figures 2j and 4a and 4e), which indicates
closed field line topology also.

In the core region of FR3, the distribution in Figure 4h was characteristic of open topology, showing a similar
distribution to that seen in Figure 4c. In this FR the incoming MSH population is clearly seen in the MSH
energy band PA distribution (Figure 2l). The MSP energy band PA distribution for this interval, however,
shows a significant 90° distribution, consistent with the coincident parallel and perpendicular lines in
Figure 4h. In the outer region of FR3(B1 and B2 and B3 and B4), the trapped bi-streaming, low-energy and
parallel high-energy electrons were characteristics of open field line topology also.

The region between these FRs (Figure 4f) is typical of recently reconnected magnetic field geometry,
connecting to the southern magnetosphere.

Above all, FR2 and FR3 had two kinds of magnetic topology: FR2 was closed for most of the time and open for
a small region, while FR3 was almost always open, while also showing a trapped MSP population. This result
indicates that a flux rope created by secondary reconnection can be created with more than one kind of field
line topology. In multiple X-line reconnection, up to four kinds of topology have been observed [Pu et al.,
2013; Zhong et al., 2013]. For secondary reconnection here, this can also be understood because the
secondary reconnection also has two reconnection points while remaining in the elongated reconnection
current layer.

3. Summary and Discussions

The FTE observations analyzed here show the following:

1. A series of (three) ion-scale FTEs are observed within 1 min before MMS crosses the magnetopause
reconnection dissipation region.

2. These FTEs are created by secondary magnetic reconnection and still in the evolution stage after they are
ejected from reconnection region (a type of active FTEs; Figure 3).

3. These secondary FTEs have different magnetic field topologies, which is a similar condition to that
expected in the multiple X-line MR model.

We suggest that the whole sequence may be described as follows:

With a typical guide field the reconnection current layer can become highly elongated. This unstable,
elongated current layer can create a flux rope with an enhanced core field to finite amplitude by the process
of secondary reconnection and does in this case [Drake et al., 2006]. Subsequently, the flux rope was ejected
in the reconnection jet. During the process of spreading downstream, the flux rope was still in the evolution
stage, which ultimately develop to a typical size of FTE.
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Thus, our observation suggests that some typical size FTEs [e.g., Phan et al., 2004; Trenchi et al., 2016] which
are explained using the bursty single X-line reconnection model can possibly be created from secondary MR
initially and then evolved to mesoscale or typical size in the process of spreading.
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